ROLE DESCRIPTION
Role Title: Traffic Rover
Team: Traffic and Placement
Department: Entry
Team Description
Traffic and Placement is primarily responsible for:
1. Controlling and directing traffic once participants have cleared the gate to ensure a
smooth and efficient arrival for participants whilst ensuring the safety of all thoroughfare
and camping areas
2. Monitoring capacity of camping areas, assist in identifying suitable camping sites and
monitoring camping setup.
Role Summary/Purpose:
This is one of the best jobs you can have at Burning Seed. You’re out on the frontline engaging
with people super excited to be coming into the festival. And you serve a valuable purpose –
you keep things safe and make life easier for people who’ve probably just driven a long way and
are looking forward to some chillaxation.
Working relationships:
We work closely with the gate, greeters and fun police.
Time Commitment/Dates required:
These are on-site roles. You’ll predominantly be working over the first couple days of the event.
Duties/Responsibilities
●
●
●
●

Direct and control traffic
Provide camping direction and information
Monitor capacity of camping areas
Ensure efficient and safe vehicle movement

Key challenges
Our challenge is to make life from the moment a participant has cleared the gate to the moment
they finish setting up camp as smooth, stress-free, safe and fun as possible. This requires some
quick thinking at times, the ability to talk to people and a smile.
Necessary Qualities, Knowledge and Experience:
Can you operate a radio? We’ll have you!
Desirable Qualities, Knowledge and Experience:
This role suits people who are happy to work outdoors on their feet, have good communication
skills and can be assertive (but in a friendly way!) when the need arises.
How to Join: Register to join the crew via completing the Crew registration Form found here.
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